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the colgate university master plan outlines a campus development path for the initial decades of colgate’s next century. these strategies 
are essential to colgate’s future competitiveness, both in terms of its peer institutions, and the as yet undefined, but certain, impacts of 
technology-enhanced teaching and learning. Within this context, colgate’s residential educational model promotes a significant value 
proposition—it is recognized as one of the most beautiful campuses in north america—and its idyllic pastoral setting is home to a com-
munity of scholarship indicative of the best liberal arts traditions. 

the university starts from an advantageous position. But change is required if it is to continue its tradition of excellence, and is essential 
for reputational growth. this change must build on successful past initiatives, and it must not threaten the core character of the hilltop 
campus. indeed, this character will be enhanced through the proposed master plan initiatives, while supporting the forward-thinking 
goals of an institution beginning its third century.

the master plan is based on three principles, crafted in support of colgate’s goals of sustained excellence and strengthened competitive-
ness. the three principles are: develop a compact campus, enhance campus systems, and promote community. these principles 
provide a framework against which specific implementation proposals, and new unforeseen opportunities, can be evaluated and incorpo-
rated into the fabric of the master plan. the principles promote dynamic change, while also ensuring the integrity of a long-term vision.

a compact campus has many advantages that are central to the academic mission: the closer faculty and students are to one another, 
the higher the frequency of their interactions, and therefore the better the chance of collaboration, invention, and learning. this is 
particularly true for those serendipitous meetings that allow for new connections to be forged across the university in ways that support 
modern scholarship, but are hard to promulgate deliberately. a compact campus has significant other benefits: it supports a pedestrian 
environment minimizing vehicular-pedestrian conflicts, and it minimizes the need for infrastructure investment. one of the chief advan-
tages to a residential education is the vitality generated by a community of scholars. an environment that combines personal interaction 
within a broader backdrop of exciting, engaged, and energized campus life maximizes potential learning outcomes. this environment is 
much more easily achieved within a compact campus than in one that is dispersed. While colgate’s hilly topography can create con-
straints, the master plan addresses these geographic challenges by creating a more compact campus. 

campus systems improvements focus on two themes: the first concerns mobility, safety, parking, and the transformation of the hilltop 
campus to a pedestrian environment. the second explores ecological systems and campus hydrology, seeking to improve the handling 
of storm water, positively affecting water quality in payne creek, and to the extent possible, mitigating the impacts of increased flood-
ing driven by changes in climate and upstream land use. campus mobility issues are addressed by replacing the current pattern of small 
fragmented parking lots located within the academic core, with larger peripheral (but still convenient) reservoirs. a major new roadway 
on the new hamilton street property, located in the southeastern corner of the hill, will change oak drive significantly. these changes are 
intended to mitigate significant safety concerns. the hydrology initiative decouples payne creek from taylor lake, along with a reconfigu-
ration of the lake that will better enable it to accept storm-water runoff while preserving its aesthetic appeal.

Fostering a robust campus community emerged as a key planning element during the master planning process. student life activities 
currently occur at a range of scales, in multiple locations. this diffuse nature is not necessarily negative, but at colgate, it often prevents 
the attainment of a critical mass of activity that provides opportunities and incentives for students to remain connected to the academic 
core throughout the day. existing residential facilities have undergone significant dispersal over the last three decades, with half of the 
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university’s students now living west of Broad street. the apartments on college street require new investment from a competi-
tiveness standpoint—but investment is problematic as the buildings are continually threatened by flooding, and are distant from 
the academic core. many students living in the townhouses on the southern extremities of Broad street feel isolated. the master 
plan therefore calls for the long-term relocation of approximately 1,100 campus beds. this represents a significant undertaking, 
but the reabsorption of this residential population on the hill (along with some densification of the Broad street corridor currently 
dominated by fraternity and sorority housing) is critical to establishing colgate’s position as a leader in undergraduate education. 
While student social life will always include nonacademic activities, the opportunity to reintegrate and reinforce residential life with 
academic life is essential to colgate’s competitive future. in essence, the challenges of the decades ahead will require colgate to 
“double down” on its core mission as a residential liberal arts university, while simultaneously engaging new forms of learning and 
knowledge creation. 

this residential plan requires an equally bold idea for colgate campus life. the key concept is the creation of a new campus corridor 
connecting a renovated and expanded o’connor campus center (coop) to a re-imagined Frank dining hall. this corridor intersects 
a new direct pedestrian path to the case library, connecting three primary campus life venues. the corridor also intersects several 
of the proposed new residential buildings between the coop and Frank dining hall, and then continues to better link the athletics 
complex to the hilltop campus. the new facilities along this corridor could offer active 24/7 uses, such as dining, social space, study 
space, academic centers, and student organizational space. these areas will be accessible to all, removing any barriers imposed by 
grade changes, and will transform the campus environment.

the proposals suggested here result from an exhaustive 18-month planning process anchored in a rigorous analysis phase that 
closely examined existing campus conditions, space use, systems, mobility and other characteristics that define the colgate environ-
ment. the principles evolved as a direct response to the most critical issues identified. academic space needs, for example, center 
more on issues of quality than quantity, and the master plan therefore recommends a renovation strategy for academic space, 
rather than a (significant) new building program. 

While the master plan is ambitious in its vision, the realities of likely funding and scheduling of projects were key considerations 
throughout the planning process. the proposed campus development and its associated timeline are consistent with histori-
cal capital spending rates. the plan details phasing strategies, with a near-term emphasis on new residential life facilities on the 
hill, proposed changes to campus circulation, hydrology improvements, and renovation and enlargement of the coop and Frank 
dining hall. While individual plan elements are itemized for this prioritization and scheduling effort, their interrelationships are of 
the utmost importance. it is only together that they achieve a campus for colgate’s third century vision, and ensure the university’s 
future success.

The Planning Process
a master plan is a structure for planning change over time, connecting information and ideals to implementation. it touches the 
full spectrum of the university’s activity: academics, student life, residential life, athletics, open space, circulation and parking, and 
sustainability. stakeholders representing these concerns collaborated extensively in the planning process.

the planning process consisted of interactive work sessions with campus stakeholders, including faculty, staff, students, trustees 
and administrators, and community leaders and members. as such, the plan represents the thoughtful work of hundreds of mem-
bers of the campus community. the development of the master plan included four phases of work:

stage one: discovery and analysis 
september 2012 – February 2013

during stage one the team investigated existing conditions at colgate university, 
conducted interviews with stakeholders and gathered data via interactive tools like 
the mycampus* and adjacency surveys. a committee that included faculty, staff, 
students, and university leadership led the planning process.  

*myCampus is an online interactive survey customized for Colgate that allows users 
to define their engagement with the campus environment and community.

stage tWo: concept alternatives
march – June 2013

stage two of the work considered several different options for long-term campus 
development, including alternatives for land use, building use, circulation and 
parking, and open space. the process included an assessment of the concept alter-
natives with the master plan committee and review from the Board of trustees.

stage three: revision oF concept alternatives due to neW 
parcel acquisition
July – october 2013 

as stage two was coming to a close, colgate university acquired a significant land 
parcel on hamilton street, adjacent to the campus. the team investigated new oppor-
tunities presented by this acquisition as it related to all aspects of the master plan.

stage Four: master plan synthesis
november 2013 – January 2014

stage Four focused on the detailed development and documentation of the plan-
ning process into a draft master plan and then a final master plan. the final master 
plan records the findings of the planning process, outlines the phasing of the 
master plan over time, and provides a vision for growth, reuse, and revitalization of 
the entire campus.
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PrinCiPLE 1: dEvELOP 
A COmPACT CAmPUs

acadeMIc core
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residential vision
colgate student residences are dispersed, with about one-half of all students living on 
the west side of Broad street, distant from the academic core. many live in housing that 
is remote (212 beds in the townhouses) or located within the flood plain (445 beds in the 
apartments on college street). 

the village of hamilton is a popular option with seniors. a total of 250 students live in the 
village core and village neighborhoods. the village core presence is beneficial because it 
supports village retail and character; the neighborhood presence is problematic because 
it is disruptive and uses valuable housing stock that is needed for faculty and staff. the 
master plan recommends concentrating 150 off-campus students in the village core, and 
removing the student presence from the village neighborhoods north of Kendrick avenue.

the current housing on the hill needs significant investment. gatehouse, with 80 beds, 
must be replaced. the cutten complex, with 208 beds, needs significant infrastructure-
related repairs, but these may not be cost effective given the building’s structure. Both 
gatehouse and cutten are therefore recommended for replacement, with the beds 
replaced in new locations on the hill.  

in the plan proposed here, approximately 1,100 beds will be relocated to sites near the 
academic core of the campus.

townHouses: 212
cutten 

coMPlex: 
208

aPartMents: 445

vIllage neIgHBorHoods: 100

gateHouse: 80

Approximately 1,100 beds 
need to be relocated
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the master plan’s residential liFe vision has several Key components:

•	 reinforce existing residential communities on the hill 

•	 diversify the university’s housing portfolio and in so doing promote mixed class-year living opportunities

•	 Better connect first-year and sophomore students to the academic core

•	  provide juniors and seniors with choices: live on the hill near the academic core, on Broad street, or for 
seniors, off-campus in the village core

the housing inventory has abundant dormitory-style rooms. these rooms are primarily located in east hall, West 
hall, andrews hall, stillman hall, curtis hall, and drake hall. some of these buildings also have a small number 
of semi-suites (suites without a common room). Bryan complex, on the other hand, offers only semi-suite–style 
rooms. to ensure flexibility in the long term, we propose greater diversity of room types in newly constructed 
residential buildings and when renovating existing buildings near the academic core.

our recommendations concentrate first-year students and sophomores in the areas that traditionally have 
offered dormitory-style living, while introducing semi-suites, suites, and apartments for juniors and seniors. 
senior housing should be located on the periphery of the hill, to afford the independence and privacy these 
students desire. the townhouses should be repurposed in the long term.5
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1) new upper campus residential
2) coop renovation & expansion
3) new chapel house road residential 
4) new performing arts center & dana renovation
5) Whitnall Field
6) athletics complex
7) taylor lake & payne creek
8) new Broad street housing
9) new center for art & culture
p) parking reservoir
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The Hill
colgate university prides itself on the excellence of its academic programs. relocating beds closer to the academic 
core will strengthen the university’s academic mission as a residential liberal arts university. to this end, we propose 
development in three areas of the hill.

the first area encompasses the first-year quad, adjacent to the academic quad. the 433 beds in east hall, West 
hall, andrews hall, and stillman hall (these buildings will undergo renovations) have traditionally housed under-
classmen. the approximately 550 to 600 new beds recommended for this area will bring semi-suite and suite style 
accommodations into the mix. the student population will consist of first-year students, sophomores and juniors.

the second area of development centers on the eastern edge of the hill. the new housing, with approximately 
220 beds, will be in an area extending from the current gatehouse site onto the new hamilton street property, 
which is located southeast of gatehouse and alana cultural center (alana). the residents here will be juniors 
and seniors who choose to live on campus, conveniently proximate to the academic core and the envisioned stu-
dent life spine between Frank dining hall and the coop. 

the third area is the western side of the hill, where Bryan complex, curtis hall, and drake hall are located. the 
current housing inventory has 639 beds in this area. the room types favor first- and second-year students. a 
number of juniors will live among these students. the master plan proposes adding a total of approximately 110 
beds for juniors and seniors in a new residential building located on the hill near Frank dining hall.

the three areas of development on the hill described above will relocate approximately 920 new beds close to 
the academic core, bringing the total number of beds here to approximately 2,030. the combination of existing 
housing, and new housing with an appropriate range of room types, will position the university to readily adopt a 
range of student living-learning models by appropriately diversifying the housing types in its inventory.

FranK

coop
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Broad street
Broad street has traditionally housed juniors and seniors. the university owns 17 houses on Broad street: nine theme, 
three sorority and five fraternity houses. the master plan proposes strategic infill for the Broad street corridor. new 
buildings will be residential in scale, and similar to the existing housing stock. in total, approximately 180 beds will be 
added to Broad street, with density focused on either side of payne creek. houses will be clustered around communal 
greens. the proximity of this location to the hill, and the parking reservoir planned where the college street apart-
ments stand today, is an important factor. When the infill is complete, Broad street will accommodate 670 beds in 
colgate-owned buildings in this area.

The village of Hamilton
as students move through their years at colgate, they look for increased independence. the village core provides 
some of this opportunity for seniors. however, the village also represents an important location for faculty and staff 
housing needs. With little opportunity to live close to their workplace, many faculty and staff live in surrounding 
communities. 

under the master plan, 100 of the present 250 seniors living off campus will be relocated to Broad street and/or the 
hill campus. the master plan further recommends concentrating the student population living in the village in the 
village core. moving the advancement office back onto campus, potentially into a renovated James c. colgate, and 
converting their current offices at 10 utica to apartments, the village core will accommodate approximately 150 stu-
dents. the goal is to increase opportunities for faculty and staff housing to support and enhance the village economy.  
at the same time, it will enhance and diversify the opportunities for civic engagement among seniors living on Broad 
street and in the village core.

Kappa Kappa gamma

theta chi

delta upsilon

gamma phi Beta

delta delta delta

Beta theta pi

phi Kappa tau

phi delta theta

118 Broad st

village core

110 Broad st

104 Broad st

102 Broad st

100 Broad st

94 Broad st

80 Broad st

70 Broad st

49 Broad st

annex

theme house

Fraternity or sorority

new construction

non-colgate–owned property

colgate-owned property, existing rental housing

colgate-owned property

non-colgate-owned property, existing rental housing

colgate-owned property, convert to rental housing
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Athletics and Facilities
changes are planned in the athletics complex located in the southwestern corner of the intersection of Broad 
street and college street. a new athletics facility will be built on the current location of the van doren Field. 
this new facility will hold a hockey rink as well as soccer and lacrosse locker rooms and coach’s offices. the 
soccer field will be relocated between the andy Kerr stadium and tyler’s Field. the alignment of these three 
fields creates a path connecting all major athletics facilities and their associated parking (“game day prom-
enade”), bringing order and identity to this area of campus.

the parking around the facilities building will be reconfigured in order to increase capacity and to bring needed 
clarity to the area. expansion of the facilities building is recommended, as well, to address significant space 
needs in that area.
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1) new athletics Facility
2) “game day promenade”
3) new soccer Field 
4) practice Fields
5) new Flood plain recreation Fields
6) Whitnall Field
7) expanded Facilities Building and Fenced grounds
8) service court
p) parking reservoir
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Arts  
the dana arts center currently houses the departments of music and theater, the picker art gallery, and 
Brehmer theater. although located in an iconic building by architect paul rudolf, the 50-year-old theater is out 
of date and does not have the capacity to hold audiences larger than 336 people. Faculty and students have 
expressed a need for a new performing arts center as a regional draw for world-class performances. the master 
plan proposes locating this building south of the dana arts center, next to the campus life path extending from 
the coop to Frank dining hall. a parking lot is planned for the cutten complex site when cutten is demolished. 
this will be used for event parking. 

memorial chapel is another important venue for campus and community events. While the master plan pro-
poses to close alumni road to everyday use, vehicular access to the chapel and various neighboring parking lots 
will be allowed for chapel events. 
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Observatory  
the additional light sources created by the new housing planned on the upper quad and gatehouse sites will 
create light pollution that is untenable for the astronomical observatory in its current location. a location for 
a new facility has been tentatively selected in the uppermost section of the new hamilton street property (the 
exact location requires further study).

Long-Term Academic Flexibility
While no major expansion in academic facilities is included in the master plan, the plan must ensure long-term 
options are not foreclosed. to this end, the plan identifies four potential sites for future expansion, which are 
located proximate to the academic core, in line with the guiding principles. the acquisition of the new hamilton 
street property creates additional capacity for academic or other expansion in the future.
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PrinCiPLE 2: EnHAnCE 
CAmPUs sysTEms

PedestrIan zone

Hydrology

PerIPHeral cIrculatIon
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hamilton 
street Bridge

oaK drive 
Bridge

WilloW path 
Bridge

Broad 
street dam

college 
street Bridge

runoFF From 
campus to 
taylor laKe

Fema Boundary

Hydrology
payne creek and taylor lake are focal points from the oak drive entry to colgate’s campus. taylor 
lake is connected to payne creek, and the creek flows southwest out to the chenango canal. 
these water bodies receive significant rainwater runoff from campus and absorb fertilizers and 
sediment from upstream. a dam at Broad street slows the flow and impounds water to regulate 
taylor lake’s water level.

Bridges and culverts on payne creek create pinch points at several locations. in heavy rain events, 
the additional water flowing downhill can quickly overwhelm these control structures and back up, 
causing flooding. a recent flood in payne creek inundated Willow path, taylor lake, and parts of 
the athletics fields, and affected most of the apartments on college street. predicted impacts of 
near-term climate change suggest increased high-precipitation storm events, making flood plain 
inundation more likely in the future. therefore, significant reinvestment in housing within the flood 
plain is a poor long-term decision. 

Flood-prone area

pinch point

seven oaks golf course

maintained lawn or athletics Field

Flood-prone area

Fema Flood plain

meadow

native northern hardwood Forest
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the master plan recommends separating taylor lake and payne creek to address issues of water quality and flood-
ing. the amount of storm-water runoff from campus is sufficient to fill taylor lake at least twice on an average 
annual basis. taylor lake can be reshaped and deepened, to collect and allow sediment to settle, naturally manag-
ing the storm-water runoff from the hill. the two distinct water bodies will be connected with a weir system.  in 
the event of a coming storm, the lake can be drawn down in a controlled fashion, helping to mitigate (although 
not prevent) incidents of flooding. the dam at Broad street will be removed to increase the gradient of the creek, 
improving aeration and water quality. combined with increased shade along the upstream segments of the creek as 
it crosses campus, improved aeration and water quality will better support the native fish population.

mown edges along the creek and lake allow more sediment to be washed into the water. a healthy natural edge 
with taller, more appropriate vegetation would act as a filter and reduce the sediment load. allowing the new taylor 
lake to act as a major infiltration locus will be beneficial, as will the restoration of a wetland buffer between the 
new lake and the creek. in addition, a new edge to the lake along college street will allow students to sit and enjoy 
the lake. the opposite side of the lake will act as a buffer and filter between the lake and the creek.

Functional arBoretum

Weir closed

Weir closed; taylor 
laKe & payne creeK 
separated Wide Flood plain dissipates 

payne creeK energy, 
increases inFiltration  

taylor 
laKe

Flood plain 
meadoW

laWn

restored payne creeK

Wetland BuFFer

Wetland BuFFer

campus runoFF 

increased campus runoFF 
reFills taylor laKe 

campus edge

norMal water voluMes

flood level

percolation

percolation

percolation
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1) taylor lake
2) Wetland Buffer
3) Weir connection  
4) accessible lake edge
5) payne creek
6) low maintenance planting
7) rugby Field
8) recreation Field
9) seven oaks golf course
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Plant Communities
the master plan significantly extends the 
conception of the campus arboretum, 
which today consists of ornamental tree 
plantings along the creek banks. While the 
flowering trees have aesthetic appeal, the 
current arboretum idea is not ecologically 
sound. We therefore propose expanding the 
concept to consider the entire campus as 
an arboretum. this could be accomplished 
through three primary strategies. 

First, the campus could reduce mowing in 
designated areas within the great triangle at 
the base of the hill. this will add aesthetic 
appeal as well as operational efficiency. 
second, we propose the restoration of a 
wetland buffer on the northern edge of the 
new taylor lake, and additional low-main-
tenance planting to provide shade for payne 
creek. this buffer will significantly improve 
water quality in the creek. third, the master 
plan proposes to continue extending refor-
estation efforts on the old golf course and 
the ski hill. this will improve on-site water 
retention for the hill. 

1) native northern hardwood Forest
2) meadow at old golf course
3) manicured lawn in campus core 
4) maintained athletics / recreation Fields
5) Wetland at taylor lake 
6) restored canopy along payne creek
7) naturalized creek corridor
8) Willow path
9) existing arboretum location
10) oak drive
11) low-maintenance ground plane
12) seven oaks golf course
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mobility
the master plan will produce significant improvements to the street and pedestrian network of the hill. currently, the 
system of roads and dispersed parking lots creates vehicular congestion on the hill. many pedestrian paths intersect 
with these roads, creating hazardous conflict points along alumni road, academic drive, and major portions of the 
existing oak drive. in the master plan, these roads will be restricted to service, life safety, shuttle service, and acces-
sibility access only. although they will be closed to everyday traffic, they should remain as streets and receive a new 
material palette to emphasize their primarily pedestrian nature.

to ensure that the campus vehicular traffic is contained within the campus limits, an extension of oak drive will cross 
the new hamilton street property parallel to hamilton street, connecting with a new entry street at the intersection 
of spring street and hamilton street. this will enable colgate to knit the new property into the campus fabric. this 
new access road will also allow oak drive to be closed to vehicular traffic between the human resources building 
and the coop, thereby providing better access to the alana cultural center.

When alumni road, academic drive, and parts of the 
existing oak drive are removed from everyday use, all 
small interior parking lots will not be available for day-
to-day parking (the lots by alumni hall, persson hall, 
and on academic drive will remain available for events 
at the chapel). university parking will be reconfigured in 
four major reservoirs. 

the first parking lot at the top of the hill will be 
restricted to faculty and staff (the 286 proposed spaces 
represent a 10 percent increase over existing available 
parking in the fragmented lots). a second companion 
lot consisting of two parking “trays” behind the pro-
posed residential facility on the current gatehouse site 
will provide parking for seniors living on the hill. the 
possible removal of the cutten complex would allow 
for the creation of another parking reservoir; this one 
containing 266 spaces. these will be primarily oriented 
toward students, although there will be significant 
visitor parking, and the lot will need to be managed for 
events when the new performing arts facility is built. 
Following the removal of the college street apartments, 
a third parking reservoir will be created in the flood 
plain. this will be parking for students, and will contain 
300 spaces. Finally, the existing first-year student lot 
in the athletics complex can be reconfigured (without 
requiring additional land area), and its capacity signifi-
cantly enhanced to 536 spaces. 

main vehicular road
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the proposed parking scheme will require enhancements to 
the campus shuttle system. routes should be restructured 
to better serve distinct areas, with increased frequency and 
10-minute headways. Formal bus stops are needed at three 
tiers on the hill: lower, middle, and upper. 

Finally, provision of accessible entrances to many buildings 
from the academic quad must be continued. the master plan 
assumes the creation of these accessible entrances, honoring 
the best practices of universal design.

ProPosed sHuttle route and PIckuP locatIons

shuttle route

shuttle stop
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sustainability
through physical and strategic planning, this master plan contributes to new sustainability initiatives, and extends those efforts 
already underway.

land use and Forest management 

reduced mow areas and meadow restoration: there are many areas throughout campus that are mowed regularly. there 
are approximately 30 acres of campus grounds that could be enrolled into a “reduced mow” concept. these would include parts 
of the old golf course, portions of the cross country trails and ski hill, and in the area south of the townhouses. By having the 
grounds managers identify appropriate areas to reduce mowing frequency, there is a reduction in labor hours, fuel costs, and 
carbon emissions. the university has already begun this program with less frequent mowing on the old golf course and ski hill. 
trails should still be maintained through these areas.

sustainable forest management: the master plan supports colgate’s long-term sustainable forestry management plan that:
•	 enhances its academic mission through research and teaching;
•	 provides aesthetic value and ongoing recreational opportunities;
•	 provides revenue through timber and biomass energy production;
•	 provides essential ecosystem services such as clean air, water, and healthy soils;
•	 increases carbon storage and sequestration; 
•	 protects the diversity and health of the plants and animals that inhabit the forested lands. 

the structure of decision making about land use for the contiguous campus, adjacent properties in the village of hamilton, and 
outlying parcels owned by colgate should be reviewed as the university looks to sustain and improve its physical resources. cur-
rently, the committee on planning and physical resources and the open lands and Forests stewardship committee act to advise 
senior leadership on issues pertinent to the charges of those groups. a more integrated approach to all lands management is 
recommended.

enhance environmental stewardship at seven oaks golf course: seven oaks golf course at colgate strives to incorporate 
environmental stewardship and practices into course management. seven oaks currently purchases fully treated potable water 
from the village of hamilton municipal system for all its water needs including course irrigation. colgate is investigating the fea-
sibility of capturing runoff from drainage ditches into a new pond and using the captured storm water for irrigation of fairways 
and greens. Water from the proposed irrigation pond will help reduce or eliminate the need to utilize water from the village of 
hamilton and potentially save over one million gallons of village water annually.

energy and Buildings

colgate’s 160 buildings encompass over 2.3 million square feet of floor space. providing energy and water to its buildings costs 
the university about $4.5 million annually and is responsible for roughly 50 percent of the university’s greenhouse gas emissions.  
For these reasons, how the university constructs, renovates, and operates its buildings has significant impacts on its energy use, 
budget, and ecological and carbon footprints and, therefore, must be an essential component of colgate’s long-term master 
planning.

Central heating plant: colgate’s central steam plant heats 37 main campus buildings and provides the heat source for laundry 
equipment, domestic water heating, dining hall food preparation, laboratory, library, and ice rink humidity control, and build-
ing humidification. in 2013, colgate underwent a major heating plant upgrade that began the process of replacing fuel oil #6 

with natural gas. due to higher efficiency, lower operating costs and maintenance, reduced energy costs, and lower carbon 
emissions, the master plan supports this upgrade. however, natural gas is a fossil fuel and puts the university at risk of escalat-
ing energy costs in future years. therefore, university planners should remain vigilant for new opportunities to increase the 
university’s use of renewable energy.

renewable energy: other small-scale sustainable energy initiatives were discussed during the planning process, including 
increased use of photovoltaic, wind-based, and geothermal power. the master plan supports initiatives of this kind, with a 
preference for functionality and practicality over demonstration.

Green buildings and energy conservation measures (eCMs): minimizing the amount of energy each new or renovated 
building requires through high-performance design will help colgate manage future energy costs and greenhouse gas emis-
sions. efficient space use and enhanced space management is critical in minimizing needed new construction. ensuring sus-
tainable building practices in campus projects—including leed certification for all applicable construction—is generally more 
cost effective and easier to achieve during the initial design and construction than via future retrofit.

Food and dining

colgate strives to improve the many dimensions that constitute a sustainable food program. central new york is dairy and 
farming country and the university continues to explore ever-increasing opportunities to support local farmers while serving 
locally produced, organically grown food on campus. Buying local not only supports the local economy but also strengthens 
colgate’s relationships with its neighbors, reduces emissions associated with transporting large quantities of food from long 
distances, and helps ensure that food is fresh and produced responsibly. the master plan supports opportunities to increase 
the amount of local and sustainable food served on campus and the colgate community should consider food source and 
quality wherever relevant.  

alternative transportation

commuters are responsible for about 10 percent of colgate’s greenhouse gas emissions, and for the currently unpleasant driv-
ing, parking, and pedestrian experience on campus. the master plan actively pursues opportunities for a better campus shuttle 
system, a more pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly community, and increased infrastructure for electric vehicles on campus. see 
the section on circulation systems on campus for details.

Waste minimization

a number of initiatives and programs can be implemented to reduce the overall amount of waste colgate sends to the landfill.  
university planners should encourage opportunities to reduce, reuse, and recycle in all infrastructure decisions. For example, 
thousands of one-time use disposable containers are purchased and thrown out each year at the coop because the university 
did not plan for alternative practices. consideration of waste management when designing or renovating buildings would 
have a very positive impact on the overall success of the campus waste management program.

Water conservation and eFFiciency

Water is precious, and it is also taken for granted. altogether, the colgate community consumes over 75 million gallons of 
water each year. Water conservation and efficiency should be considered in every major decision at the university. opportuni-
ties include water reclamation and reuse of gray water for nonpotable purposes, water-efficient technologies, increased use of 
retention ponds, and others.
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campus liFe spine

For colgate to be successful, the hill campus must be a vital, engaging 
place. students should remain connected to their academic experience 
throughout the day, and have a range of spaces—for socializing, for 
organizations, for studying—in which to do this. these spaces should be 
highly visible, attractive, and engaging. the goal is to establish a critical 
mass of activity on the hill. the reality of today’s campus is that half of 
the student population lives off the hill, and student life functions are 
fragmented and at the edges. developing a compact campus, with resi-
dential life back on the hill, is critical.

the master plan proposes the creation of a major new campus life 
corridor crossing through the upper quad residential district, anchored 
by major improvements to both Frank dining hall and the coop. this 
corridor will also link to case library. triangulating campus life activities 
between case library and a re-imagined and re-envisioned coop and 
Frank dining hall will support a shift in the campus’s center of gravity, 
refocusing life on the academic core.

caMPus lIfe sPIne

“HuB”

“quad”
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the eastern edge of campus will be enlivened through the creation of a major new campus open space flanked 
by a re-envisioned coop, new student housing on the gatehouse site, alana, and the robert h. n. ho science 
center. this will become a “hub,” the nexus between these buildings. today the area is a major congestion 
point. the plan completely eliminates vehicular traffic in this area, redirecting service for the coop to the south 
along the new entry road on the hamilton street property. the coop’s dining facilities will be expanded to 
accommodate the increase in the number of students living on the hill, and new lounge, study, and flex spaces 
will greatly enhance student activity throughout the day and night. the ground floor of the new student hous-
ing on the gatehouse site could offer much-needed opportunities for student organizations and a café.  alana 
will continue its extremely successful cultural programming. these indoor spaces will be reinforced through the 
outdoor “hub.” activated by the surrounding campus life spaces, it will be home to outdoor performances, 
classes, casual happenstances, or simply provide an opportunity to enjoy the beautiful views. 

CooP

Ho sCienCe Center

wynn Hall

coop

ho science 
center

alana
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study rooMs lounge
dInIng

the “quad”

Frank dining hall is currently a dining hall in the most traditional sense. it is open during certain hours when stu-
dents have the opportunity to grab food on the go, or have a sit-down meal. outside of these times, it is closed 
for general access. the master plan proposes a reinvention of Frank dining hall with renovations of existing 
facilities and an expansion, including new lounge and study areas to complement the dining function. 

the new Frank dining hall will provide students with much needed 24/7 engagement and study space in the 
western edge of the campus. in addition, it will activate curtis circle and help the students living in its sur-
rounding buildings form a cohesive community bringing to life the residential education aspirations that will set 
colgate university apart from its peers as a campus for its third century.

frank dininG Hall

drake Hall

Curtis Hall

FranK dining hall

curtis hall

draKe hall
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implementation
the implementation of the master plan is path-dependent, and will require more than proper phasing. its execu-
tion will require the establishment of oversight and management processes capable of coordinating the master 
plan’s long-term objectives with ongoing, recurring, and short-schedule capital projects. presently, capital proj-
ects, even major undertakings such as the ho science center, may be treated as separate jurisdictions/processes. 
the master plan must be integrated with scheduled capital expenditures, just as capital expenditures seemingly 
unconnected to the master plan should be reviewed for conformance with its objectives. We provide planning 
level cost estimates. Further study will provide refined costs.

Committed Projects
•	 admission office renovation*

•	 heating plant renovation*

•	 mcgregory hall renovation, 2nd and 3rd floors (one per year)

•	 new athletics facility, new soccer field

•	 center for art and culture

* underway January 2014

athletics Facility

admission

mcgregory

heating plant

soccer Field

center For art 
and culture
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independent Opportunities
the independent opportunities are those projects that can begin as soon as funding is secured and are not 
restricted by any dependencies.

•	 Broad street new housing additions (180 beds) and parking: $19.6 m

•	 Facilities addition: $3.3 m

•	 new performing arts center: $15 m 

•	 dana arts center renovation: $19.7 m

•	 “game day promenade” and reconfigured parking: $3.3 m

Broad street

Facilities

perForming 
arts 

reconFigured 
parKing

“game day promenade”

dana arts 
center
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Phase 1 (0–5 years): $153.6 m 
phase 1 focuses on development of the campus core and on enhancing campus systems. the first major component is  
building new residence halls in the first-year quad, which in turn will enable the demolition of gatehouse. major invest-
ment in pedestrianizing the hill and concentrating the fragmented parking lots into larger peripheral parking reservoirs 
are planned along with improvements to hydrology. While phase 1 is presented as a single idea, it will likely need to 
contain distinct subphases. to this end, the new residential construction can be split into projects.

develop a compact campus:

•	   new residential construction will be built on the upper campus in two roughly equal subphases, containing a total 
of approximately 550–600 beds: $75 m *

•	 upper campus existing housing renovations (east, West, andrews, and stillman): $45.3 m

•	 upper quad landscape restoration and ada-compliant buildings within campus core: $3.3 m

•	 gatehouse demolition: $0.1 m

•	 Broad street existing housing renovation: $9.8 m

•	 drake, curtis, Bryan complex renovation to launch rlc 1 in 2014: $2.4 m

enhance campus systems – parKing and circulation:

•	  academic drive and alumni road; new parking on hill top: $4.3 m *

•	 access road from oak drive and the new hamilton street property: $4.3 m *

•	 enhanced paths to athletics facilities and new path to case library: $2.6 m

enhance campus systems – hydrology: 

•	 taylor lake and payne creek: $3.9 m

promote community:

•	 new observatory: $2.6 m

* the total of these projects is $83.5 million and agrees to the amounts reported in the strategic Framing document.

neW / renovated 
residential

parKing

circulation
payne creeK and 
taylor laKe

PHAsinG
 
the master plan organizes the phasing of the planned initiatives in specific timeframes. phases 1 through 3 include projects 
that may have specific dependencies, and thus cannot happen in an arbitrary order. 

neW 
oBservatory
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Phase 2 (6–10 years): $57.4 m 
phase 2 focuses on the development of the eastern edge of the hill. Work on expanding the coop needs to take place 
in order to accommodate an increase in the number of students residing in the vicinity. the gatehouse site is now 
available for new housing and parking construction. the cutten bed capacity is now replaced in the first-year quad. 
cutten can now be demolished (assuming it is not needed for swing-space purposes during the renovation of other 
existing residence halls). 

develop a compact campus:

•	 230 new beds in gatehouse site new construction: $31 m

enhance campus systems – parKing and circulation:

•	 parking located on the new hamilton street property: $1 m

•	 cutten demolition, enhance parking and reconfigured lally lane: $4 m   

•	 coop renovation and expansion: $21.4 m

parKing

gatehouse 
residential

coop
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Phase 3 (11–15 years): $51.7 m
the last phase concentrates on the western edge of the hill where renovation and expansion of Frank 
dining hall is planned. new senior housing behind Frank dining hall, James c. colgate building renova-
tion and 10 utica street conversion are scheduled during this time. lastly, the apartments on  
college street can be taken down.

develop a compact campus:

•	 110 new beds in chapel house road new construction: $16.1 m

•	 James c. colgate renovation: $8.3 m

enhance campus systems:

•	 remaining college street housing demolition, convert to parking and fields: $4.7 m

promote community:

•	 Frank dining hall renovation and expansion: $20 m

•	 10 utica street conversion to housing: $2.6 m 

parKing / 
Fields

FranK

James c. 
colgate

neW residential

10 utica street
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population

the campus population is primarily composed of full-time equivalent (Fte) students, although faculty and staff 
make up 25 percent. the student body is roughly evenly distributed throughout the traditional four years of 
undergraduate education, with the “other” category indicated at left including graduate and part-time high 
school or certificate program students. 

inventory assessment

the master plan is based on a rigorous understanding of existing colgate space and its use patterns. the univer-
sity did not have a current room inventory at the beginning of the master plan process. inventory walkthroughs 
established a base set of common facts, allowing us to understand how many assignable square feet (asF) space 
the university has, how it is assigned to departments, and how it breaks down by type.

Academic and Administrative

labs 20%
121,012 asF

classrooms 11%
67,401 asF

offices 25%
155,727 asF

student life 17%
102,893 asF

recreation 12%
71,133 asF

study 15%
93,608 asF

*Fall 2012 enrollment report and faculty count (Fte = full-time equivalent)

*sasaki inventory fall 2012 (asF = assignable square feet)

second year
755 Fte

third year
652 Fte

Fourth year
687 Fte

other
19 Fte

First year
756 Fte

students
2,869 Fte

staff
656 Fte

Faculty
294 Fte

total campus population

student Body

space allocation
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Classrooms
colgate university uses its classroom space for instruction and other events. We explored both kinds of use and 
found that 51 percent of classrooms are used less than 25 hours per week, while 26 percent are in the target 
range of 25–30 hours per week and 23 percent are used over 30 hours per week.

several factors contribute to this low utilization rate such as the common periods on tuesdays and thursdays 
between 11:30 a.m. and 1:10 p.m., the colloquium period on Fridays between 2:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., and a 
lost opportunity to schedule more classes in the early morning.

We conclude there is likely sufficient classroom space in terms of quantity. concerns center more on the quality 
of the classrooms, causing some classrooms to be more popular than others. 

scHeduled class Hours and events

mcgregory: 10%

persson: 12%

east: 1%

ho: 8%

alana: 1%

hascall: 1%

laWrence: 17%

Wynn: 5%

olin: 13%

hr / sap: 1%

lathrop: 12%

case liBrary: 2%

little: 7%

alumni: 10%

*Fall 2012 course schedule
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Labs and studios
total hours of lab and studio use are measured similarly to classrooms. however, labs generally show lower over-
all utilization numbers because of project work and setup time, and the dedicated nature of many laboratories. 
a general finding is that lab space at colgate is sufficient for the current student population, although there 
is some pressure on chemistry labs. if this trend continues, there may be a specific incremental space need. in 
general, the analysis found a need to emphasize quality considerations over additional quantity.

in the chart below, each box represents a lab for the indicated discipline. the numbers within the boxes cor-
respond to the number of scheduled lab hours, while the color of the boxes helps to visualize where additional 
pressure may exist. the chemistry labs are a good example of such a case. the chart shows three chemistry labs 
available for scheduled instruction. While two of these labs are scheduled for 24 hours per week each and meet 
the target range, the third lab is scheduled for 4 hours only. this imbalance may indicate a disparity in quality 
between the three labs that, if remedied, may help relieve some of the growing pressure on the chemistry labs.

scHeduled laB Hours (target 18–25 Hours/week)

hr / sap: 1%

mcgregory: 2%

James c. colgate: 1%

ryan: 14%

ho: 26%

dana: 7%

Wynn: 13%

olin: 23%

lathrop: 1%

case liBrary: 5%

little: 5%

alumni: 1%

coop: 1%

*Fall 2012 course schedule

ARTS 4 4 4 4 4 4 7 11

BIOLOGY 3 6 6 6 8 14 14

CHEMISTRY 4 24 24

26–3016–2511–156–101–5

COGNITIVE SCIENCE 8 14

GEOGRAPHY 11

GEOLOGY 10 10 10 10

MUSIC 3 3

PHYSICS 3 6 9 10 12

SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY 5

THEATER

WEEKLY LAB USE HOURS

3 3 3 5 8

3
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Offices
our analysis indicates that overall, colgate has sufficient office space for faculty and staff. however, this may not 
translate to the local scale where departments experiencing program growth may find themselves in buildings 
that pose constraints.

Faculty and staff indicated during stakeholder interviews, as well as through the mycampus comments, that the 
campus lacks shared social spaces. more equitably distributed social spaces coupled with more integrated office 
spaces may lead to a more effective working environment.

saFety: 2%

mcgregory: 7%

James B. colgate: 7%

persson: 5%

James c. colgate: 2%

10 utica: 4%

huntington: 4%

FranK: 1%

east: 1%

ho: 7%

merrill: 3%

hascall: 1%

laWrence: 6%

career services: 1%

dana: 2%

conant: 1%

memorial chapel: 5%

Wynn: 2%

olin: 6%

cltr: 1%

lathrop: 8%

case liBrary: 11%

little: 2%

BooKstore: 1%

Facilities: 2%

draKe: 2%

alumni: 5%

coop: 1%

*sasaki inventory fall 2012
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study spaces
the case library contains 74 percent of the study space on campus. students noted a lack of accessible study space 
outside of the library available during extended hours. the library also functions as a major campus social hub. as a 
result, during the midterms and finals weeks, the library becomes over crowded. small amounts of additional study 
space are available in mcgregory (13 percent) and ho science center (5 percent). comments entered by students in 
the mycampus survey suggest the study space in the ho science center is excellent and the addition of similar spaces 
would positively impact the campus.

mcgregory: 12%

persson: 1%

ho: 6%

laWrence: 1%

chapel house: 1%

reid athletic center: 1%

Wynn:1%

olin: 1%

cltr: 1%

case liBrary: 72%

little: 1%

draKe: 1%

alumni: 1%
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student Life
the student life function at colgate university is highly dispersed across the campus. dining facilities are located 
in Frank dining hall, the coop, and the edge café. student organizations are divided between the coop and 
James c. colgate. cultural programming at the alana and the recreational facilities at the trudy Fitness center 
are very popular among students. case library has become a hub for socializing. all seven of these facilities are 
located at the periphery of the campus, and none achieve a much-needed critical mass. consolidating and con-
necting these student life functions will create energy on the hill, and better integrate students’ academic and 
social experiences.

James c. colgate

trudy Fitness

FranK

edge caFÉ

alana

case liBrary

coop
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First-year students perceive “the hill” as being concentrated on the main campus.

Fourth-year students perceive “the hill” as much larger, encompassing athletics/recreation and Broad street.

MycaMPus survey: Icons Placed 

students

staff

Faculty

myCampus
We received significant student, faculty, and staff input through our online mycampus survey. the data on the 
following diagrams is a composite of their responses. 

this tool generated feedback on how the campus is used today in terms of where faculty, staff, and students 
live, study and dine, which areas they find the most challenging to navigate, and the pedestrian routes they 
most use. the chart below shows which survey items received the most responses. 

one of our most interesting findings revealed how students’ perception of “the hill” expanded over their four 
years at colgate. this perceived expansion dilutes the strength of the academic core as the center of campus. 
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parking is distributed across campus and off campus.most respondents see the hill as the heart of campus.

pedestrian routes are mainly on campus with a significant concentration on Broad street as well.many respondents reported dining at home or in the village of hamilton.
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residential Life

a strong residential life experience is integral to the university’s core academic 
mission. as a premier undergraduate liberal arts university, colgate must assure 
a thriving living-learning environment. the major findings of our analysis 
focused on the dispersal of student residences west of Broad street, and the 
impact of dispersion on the integrated living-learning experience that is central 
to colgate’s value proposition. the university must strengthen existing residen-
tial communities on the hill by developing new residential facilities closer to the 
academic core.

the current residential life program at colgate university provides an array of 
options for students. choices include theme housing, fraternities and sororities, 
traditional residence halls, apartments, and living off campus in the village of 
hamilton. First- and second-year students live primarily on the hill, with a port-
folio including residence halls such as east and West halls, which were among 
the very first campus buildings. although these buildings are deeply rooted in 
the history of colgate, their condition and the limited variety of room types 
does not encourage independent living on the hill for juniors and seniors. the 
university built apartments on college street and townhouses south of campus 
to offer a range of housing options for juniors and seniors. 

this master plan envisions a student residential experience transformed through 
re-imagining, renovating, and rebuilding residential living spaces, and through 
the enhanced academic and social communities that will emerge as a conse-
quence. the plan includes developing residences that support mixed-class living, 
creating more space for socializing and study, increasing facilities and space for 
student life, and reinforcing a sense of connectivity in residential communities 
that promote the living-learning ideal. to realize this vision, the lack of study 
space in residence halls must be addressed, and new opportunities for students 
to socialize in the central campus area must be developed.

50 percent of existing beds 
are west of Broad street.

Only 20 percent are within 
the academic core.

acadeMIc core: 
20%

HIll transItIon:
30%
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class outdoors on academic quad

memorial chapel dana arts center

Campus Life 
colgate is home to over 150 student organizations. students can choose to join clubs from 14 different catego-
ries or start a new one. however, due to the limited number of gathering spaces, students need to be creative 
about where these organizations can convene and organize events.  

clifford gallery in little hall, longyear museum of anthropology in alumni hall, linsley geology museum in ho 
science center, and picker art gallery in dana arts center provide a range of valuable resources to the campus 
community and the general public. however, alumni hall and dana arts center are in need of renovation to 
make them accessible.

the Brehmer theater, with 336 seats, hosts colgate’s major theater productions while memorial chapel, with a 
seating capacity of 750, welcomes musical groups, visiting lecturers, and regular services. these well-attended 
events suggest the campus would benefit from a performing arts facility with a larger seating capacity.

reid athletic center was built over a half century ago. since then, the campus population has doubled, but 
more importantly, the university became co-ed and increased the need for additional athletics facilities. the 
25 varsity teams have now outgrown the building. other recreational facilities include trudy Fitness center, 
lineberry natatorium, sanford Field house, and huntington gymnasium. all sports and recreational facilities are 
concentrated on Broad street, south of college street, and are highly popular among students. 
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nATUrAL sysTEms &  
sUsTAinABiLiTy
 
colgate’s campus is located on the valley floor and hill slopes in the village of hamilton, with beautiful views 
of the forests, farms, and valleys of rural madison county in central new york. the university was recognized 
as the most beautiful campus in the country in the 2010 edition of the Princeton Review. altogether, colgate 
owns roughly 2,000 acres of land. colgate’s built environment spans 515 acres and includes 160 buildings and 
over 2,200 inventoried trees. the seven oaks golf course lies northeast of campus and provides a venue for the 
university and the community, and is an important alumni amenity. the course is maintained by the university 
and was named a best campus golf course in september 2013 by Golfweek magazine. 

sustainaBle management 
oF existing Forest lands

restore / reForest 
existing outlying 
parcels

develop a compact  
core campus

partner With local 
economy For Food / 
energy needs

Woodland

total land holdings (2,000 acres)

Woodland / agriculture

agricultural land leased 
to local Farmers

campus

village center

utica st
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strategIes syntHesIscolgate university-owned land

north
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view from persson hall toward taylor lake

old golf course

view up the hill

historically, the university maintained a ski hill near the southern edge of campus that is no longer in active use. 
near the top of the hill is the “old golf course,” a sloping meadow maintained for casual use. these open 
areas, 240 feet above taylor lake, offer superb views of the historic stone buildings of the campus and the val-
leys and hills beyond. 

the upland slope of campus is covered by native northern hardwood forest, and the lower-lying areas are classi-
fied as flood plain forest. if left to regenerate, the majority of campus would eventually be covered in hardwood 
trees. 

the lower area of campus is park-like, with broad lawns and specimen trees forming the foreground to views 
up the slope to main campus. the entry to campus, with taylor lake, Willow path, and beautiful specimen trees, 
amplifies the character of the formal arboretum along the creek.

altogether, approximately 1,100 acres of colgate’s 2,000 acres of landholdings are sustainably managed forests, 
most of which are adjacent to or within close proximity to the main campus. approximately 400 acres are leased 
for crop and dairy production.  

the landscape, hydrology, vegetation, and land use around campus combine to create a visually engaging place, 
which can be enhanced by strategic improvements.
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village parK

village core

oaK drive

Formal quads

WilloW path

seven oaKs 
golF coursepastoral 

landscapeWhitnall 
Field

appalachian oaK 
hicKory Forest

old golF 
course

sustainability
sustainability has emerged as an important strategic framework used to build organiza-
tional strength and reduce short- and long-term operating costs while enhancing envi-
ronmental stewardship. these issues are reshaping the way colgate conceptualizes its 
place in the larger system of global resources and risks. trends like global climate change 
underscore the wider implications of colgate’s local operational inputs and outputs. this 
interdependency also links economic and environmental factors. mitigating the effects 
of climate change, and adapting to a “new normal” with regard to weather variability, 
must be fully integrated into all planning processes. over the long term, the viability of the 
institution will in some ways be linked to its resilience in the face of sustainability-driven 
challenges. in addition, sustainability questions require thorough research and analysis, 
providing opportunities for students and faculty to serve colgate’s educational mission, 
while preparing students for life and work after graduation. Finally, colgate’s role as a 
leader in this area increases its attractiveness to students and donors, and serves as a 
model for other institutions.  

the university’s most significant commitment to sustainability occurred in september 2011.  
president Jeffrey herbst and colgate’s senior administration approved the sustainability 
and climate action plan that committed colgate to carbon neutrality by 2019. since then, 
the university has made significant progress in advancing sustainability on campus.  

Connections to the village
the village of hamilton is small and rural, with an active retail village core along Broad, 
utica, madison, and lebanon streets. the campus community is a significant portion of 
the village. hamilton’s village green is in the center of Broad street, and contains a small 
park. the two green islands connect to the main entry on oak drive, linking the village of 
hamilton to colgate’s campus.
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Circulation systems on Campus
the existing vehicular circulation is characterized by a system of roads leading from the gateways of the campus to the top of the 
hill. the system converges into two roads at the base of the hill: oak drive and alumni road. Both oak drive and alumni road 
ascend and terminate at the top of the hill, creating congestion points where vehicles must turn back down the hill. these end 
points also coincide with building service areas as well as shuttle drop-off sites, creating bottlenecks and safety hazards.

Further complicating campus vehicular circulation is the 
dispersion of parking across the hill. there are 16 lots of 
varying sizes located off oak drive, alumni road, col-
lege street, and academic drive. the largest parking area 
stretches along academic drive, with 85 parking spots. as 
students, faculty, and staff are searching for parking, they 
often have to drive to multiple locations to locate a spot. 

We conducted a parking occupancy study. By 10 a.m., 
campus parking is essentially full, with peak occupancy of 
98.5 percent occurring at 10:45 a.m. this pattern typically 
continues through 3:00 p.m. generally speaking, parking 
supply should offer a 10 percent buffer to minimize intra–
parking lot trips as vehicles attempt to find an open space. 

the academic core is characterized by a network of 
pedestrian paths that enable students, faculty, and staff to 
navigate up and down the hill. these paths often intersect 
with roads, thus creating dangerous vehicular-pedestrian 
conflict points. one major crossing is at the intersection of 
alumni road and the path from the memorial chapel to 
persson hall.

PRIMARILY STUDENT PARKING
( + 1,450 SPACES )

PRIMARILY FACULTY / STAFF PARKING
( + 550 SPACES )

parking lot capacity: 7:00 a.m.

parking lot capacity: 8:30 a.m.

parking lot capacity: 10:45 a.m.vehicular / pedestrian conflict points on campus

existing parking count and primary user analysis

PrIMarIly faculty / 
staff ParkIng
(≈ 550 sPaces)

PrIMarIly student 
ParkIng

(≈ 1,450 sPaces)
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